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A Mighty Good Day Radio Astronomy for Amateurs
On the third Saturday of every month, 10am
to noon, the Santa Cruz County Amateur Radio
Club Station is open for all to visit. Yes, that’s
right, the chain link gate gets opened and
you can drive right up to the little building
that hosts a wide array of wonderful Club
radio equipment, electronic analyzers and a
complete work bench.
The August Open Station (sometimes called
Work Day) was great fun. It began with Sam
(WB6RJH) and San (W6RRR) springing out of
Sam’s (parked) vehicle and shouting pirate
lingo while swinging a machete! ARRRGGGHHH! Cap (KE6AFE) quickly pointed them
and the machetes to the small Arizona cedar
trees that needed skirting for fire defensible
space work near the Club Station. They indeed
made quick work of the fire ladder fuel, growling and laughing all the while, with Roger the
Wonder Dog encouraging them.
Inside the Club Station, Gary (K6PDL) was
furiously working a few HF radio contests. The
bands were so good, he had a difficult time
getting acknowledged! To take a break, Gary
worked at painting the exterior of the Club
Station, completing single-handedly the job on
the parking lot side of the building.
Meanwhile, Cap and Roger were helping Sam
and San load up the vegetative detritus
into Cap’s wheelbarrow. The new tire was a
fabulous improvement for easy mobility of that
small machete-hewn forest that got hauled to
an appointed dump area.
That task done, a visit to the K6BJ Repeater
building ensued. Sam showed San how to safely
climb the antenna tower and up they went. Gary
showed a new member around the station, while
Cap and Roger supervised the climb.
Meanwhile, back at the Club Station, I was
happily slapping paint from a ladder on the
never-before-painted side that Mike (W6WLS)
had mostly painted a couple of months ago. I
got a lot of paint on myself, but some on the
building, too, and with the help of Gary, San,

Fred KJ6OOV is an accomplished astronomer,
ever seeking dark places on earth and bright
places everywhere else. One of the presentations at a recent conference convened by the
Society of Amateur Radio Astronomers was
entitled an Introduction to Amateur Radio
Astronomy by Tom Hagen. What follows is an
extract that Fred has agreed can be shared with
Club members. A Power Point presentation may
be available upon request.
Thanks for sharing Fred
—Ron W6WO
Radio Astronomy in the HF Bands

The first discovery by Karl Jansky of cosmic
radio waves in 1931 was in the 20 MHz range.
Our galaxy, the Milky Way, radiates its brightest in the HF region of the RF spectrum and
emissions from our galaxy were detected by
Jansky while doing research on noise sources
that affect wireless communication. For amateurs though, most of the activity in this band
involves monitoring emissions from the planet
Jupiter. Jupiter was first detected as a cosmic
radio source in the 1950’s. Jupiter’s emissions
are fairly narrowband in
character as compared to
other astronomical

L-bursts. The noise seems to come from small
areas (<400 km) on the Jovian surface and are
emitted in beams of maybe 70¬∞ in width.
Electrons interacting with Jupiter’s magnetic
fields may be the cause of these emissions.
Jupiter’s moon Io also has an effect on radio
emissions. When Io is in certain positions in
its orbit around Jupiter, noise storms are more
common. In fact, it is postulated that there
are three main radio hot spots on the surface,
named source A, B, and C respectively. This
has been determined by Io’s effect on the
emissions. The theory that predicts Jovian
storms proposes that an electrical current
flowing between Jupiter and its moon Io
causes storms when it passes over the A, B,
and C hot spots on Jupiter’s surface.
When all the factors are aligned in the right
way, emissions from Jupiter are directed in the
direction of Earth. NASA sponsors a program
called Radio Jove that encourages schools
and students to get involved with monitoring
Jupiter’s emissions. A standard receiver and
antenna are made available.

sources and sound like
an unmodulated carrier
swishing forward and
backward in frequency.
These are called “L-bursts“
for long bursts. “S-bursts”
are short popping sounds
interspersed with the
Sam and Cap, that job is now complete! Yes,
folks, the Club Station has a lovely fresh coat
of cream-colored paint with teal trim. It is
beautiful and now looks like someone cares
about it.
We finished the morning with some good
conversation and a few strawberries, juice and
cookies, then headed our separate ways. It was

a mighty good day at the Club Station, with
plenty of radio operation, friendly cooperation
and fun.
We hope you will join us Saturday, September 20 for the next Open Station. Come use
the radios and enjoy the view of Santa Cruz.
ARRGGHHH!!!
—73, Becky Steinbruner KI6TKB

CLUB MEETING FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 19 7:30PM
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attention to all the conversation contrasts the
rather high volumes from of the rest of us.
To conclude just let me say how much this
group is especially appreciated while away
from here and I know this is true for others
like Jimmy N1IPP and Alan K2ACK we miss
them both.

CAKE Cookup August 9 2014
It was a pleasantly cool morning at the Abbey
with just a hint of Fall (note to self check out
availability of NextSpace ). Those taking part
were Ward AE6TY , Rich W1WUH, Tom KW6S,
Jean KI6DXX, Don K6GHA, Reed N1WC, Gary
K6PDL, Fred KJ600V, Kerry K3RRY and your
scribbler Ron W6WO
Don remarked that the day was a significant
reminder of 40 years ago, Hiroshima, Nixon
and his enlistment in the armed services without a Commander-in-Chief. Ron quietly remembered our 20th wedding anniversary. Don
reported on his experience in the CW-Academe
and is now up to a very satisfying 10 wpm .
Fred supplied a mystery object which was
a circuit board with a strange collection of
power, networking and electronic components.
We failed to determine that it was part of
an overhead lighting fixture that could be
remotely controlled by a microprocessor- only
Kerry came close, Ward continues the evolution of SimSmith and is now up to v9 ( note
to self upgrade from v7)
Rich is always good for a trinket of some kind
and demoed a miniature voice recorder with
USB connectivity. He showed an EBay listing
for a pen-sized video recorder and mentioned
a product called VooDoo. Tom is currently
interested in using tuneable inductance for
his planned vertical. The challenge is to avoid
sliding contacts that are problematic at high
power levels.One possibility is a helix that cam
extend or contract rather like the old Slinky
antenna. We await developments.
Tom handed over a Moxon antenna designed
for 70cm that Ron vaguely recalled making
years ago for Frank K6BDK. Jean correctly
cncluded its directional pattern Tom has ambitions to build one for 40 meters. Thinking of
antennas Ron reported working many stations
in Europe while on vacation and noted the
popularity (and effectiveness) of multi-band
X-Beams. Don remains interested in increasing his antenna farm with new dipoles and a
higher tower “sweet dreams” Don.
USB based SDR items are very much in evidence at CAKE sessions and in QEX these days.
Gary attends very regularly and is usually the
first arrive and the last to leave. His quiet

CAKE session August 23
A large group was in attendance and for good
reason, Glen KG0Thad invited Alfred AA0XF
to talk to us about some of his experience
as a world-wide ocean yachtsman in his 31ft
fiberglass boat Alfred proved to be a mine of
information of great interest to several of the
salty members including Art WF6P, Vic AE6ID.
Jim K9YC and Ron W6WO. Jim pleaded with
Alfred to give the Grid Square hunters some
rare ones
Alfred described his antenna set-up that
includes a Hustler vertical and the combination of back-stay and mast as form of vertical
loop. An insulator is not used in the back-stay
(a common practice) because it represents
a single point of failure that could bring
down the mast. His ground is provided by a
metal plate in contact with the ocean and via
capacitance of the fiber encapsulated keel.
Radio communications is mostly on 20m using
PACTOR modems and winlink email. Alfred
makes good use of the AIS collision-avoidance
(pirate avoidance mebbe) technology used by
big ships in conjunction with GPS.
Fred KJ6OOV had previously questioned the
inductance of a power resistor and had been
advised to break one open with a hammer to
find out. He did so and showed us the resultsa form of a helical tape winding which is
obviously inductive. Presumably the winding
material and dimensions provide the stated
resistance
Glen brought along an example of the
Angelina SDR hardware that is similar to the
HPSDR Hermes project and Anan-100 board
from India. Warren NR0V mentioned that he
was busy developing code for the Anan which
we eagerly await. Glen also showed one of the
neat Hardrock 50 solid state amplifiers.
Another guest was Rene K6XW who had
agreed to join Ron in a visit to the California
Historical Radio Museum in Alameda, now
under construction in a fine old buildling.
Our purpose was to donate a WWII RCA AR88
receiver. These had played a vital role monitoring enemy traffic and Ron has a sentimental attachment to them begining in 1947. 5
years ago one was acquired and restored to
its specified performance (not far off the standards of today ). I wonder what we will think
of our current technology 65 years from now !

Because of this trip my time at the CAKE session was truncated and I missed a lot an it
appeared the usual hearty discussions were in
full swing.
73 to all, it’s good to be back
—Ron W6WO

It says here that sex before any competition improves
performance. When is CQP Dear ?-- October 4th

New Finance Committee
Established
At the July 24, 2014, Board Meeting a new
committee was formed for the purpose of
investigating issues related to compliance to
applicable rules and regulations related to
financial transactions and how we generate
funding other than dues. The committee members will make their investigations and report
any findings and recommendations for possible
actions to the Board. The committee members
are Ray Matteis, Chairperson, Kathleen McQuilling, Michael Usher and Suellene Petersen.
The committee enjoyed its first meeting on
Monday, August 4, 2014, with all present
except for Kathleen McQuilling. The discussion
centered around the subject of California Penal
Code § 320.5 - Raffle Restrictions in the State
of California. The committee studied the Penal
Code requirements and came up with recommendations to the Board for possible actions.
It was determined that since we would need to
give away 90% of the proceeds, that it was just
not worth selling tickets for the average proceeds of just $100 per year. Not selling tickets
also enables us to avoid having to do the rigorous paper work that is required by organizations
that participate in selling raffle tickets.
The Board accepted the recommendations and
the action was taken 8/28/14, to resolve that
in the future, SCCARC will not engage in selling
raffle tickets. We all agreed that the main
purpose of the raffle is to have fun and to
comingle with our fellow hams. In the future,
we will issue an equal number of tickets to
each member who wishes to participate in the
raffle. We hope that the next ‘for fun’ raffle
that the club hosts will turn out to be just
that...fun for all.
—Suellene Petersen K6CPA
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It was embarrassing when our Short Skip
editor, Ron, K6EXT, asked me if I was doing
much CW these days. It was hard to say,
“Nope!” I do try to get on daily with the
Baja Maritime Mobile Net for voice checkins but propagation on 40 meters had been
spotty at best. So last night, I cleaned the
residue off the contacts and fired up the
paddle. Tuning around, I responded to a
very weak CQ. He was sending good code
at about 15 wpm from Grass Valley so we
made contact. WA6WSJ was hard to pick
up but we chatted away for 30 minutes or
so. I strained to hear through background
noise, but he came through in fine style – at
one watt on his home-built QRP rig! He
said my 100 watts were clear and gave me a
599. Six months ago my XYL Donna, AB6XJ,
gave me a shiny-new operating table (from
Goodwill). It is ideal. It has a couple of
drawers, a pullout top, and best of all, is on
wheels! I can now pull it away from the wall
to give me easy access to my antenna and
power connections. The disadvantage is that
my Vibroplex Racer slides all over the slick
surface. The rubber feet on the paddle had
long since hardened to ball bearing consistency, making it necessary to find a rubber
pad to lock the base in place. For a while
at least, CW is still a viable part of the ham
radio hobby with many stations still banging
out the dits and dahs. I don’t know if the
armed forces still train Morse Code operators,
but assume they do. My niece’s husband
is a Navy sonar operator serving aboard
destroyers. I can check with him about the
use of flashing light between ships or if a
CW qualified operator is still required in the
radio gang.
Our youngest or newest ham club member,
San, W6RRR (ex-KK6GMH), recently upgraded
to Extra class and is working on her code.
When her new license expires in 2024 I will
be four years shy of the century mark. San
will be attending UCSC soon and will major
in electronics to work in Robotics. I suspect
that eventually, one of her creations will be
searching for water on Mars.

At our CAKE meeting on Saturday, 24 August,
we had an interesting speaker, Alfred Gort,
AA0XF. He is a world class sailor with a
lifetime of sailing and ham radio. What a
great mix! He told CAKE attendees about his
adventures in various waters of the world and
the ham outfitting of his boat. In addition
to ham radio he depends on the Advanced
Information System (AIS) to “see” other
boats and avoid running down or being run
down by others. It is a great system. Of
particular interest to me was the cylindrical
radar reflector on his backstay, the first of its
kind I have seen. Alfred spent a few hours
on his boat showing me his layout. He and
his crewmember departed the next morning
for San Diego and Mexican waters.
I dug around in my antenna collection to
find an old 20 meter dipole I once used. I
will work the 14.300 mHz Maritime Net at
2030 (local). Boats check in daily across
the Pacific with their weather and position
reports.
Last month I neglected to include a note
about Joseph G. (Joe) Myers, N6AOG. He
became an SK in July of this year. Thirtyfour years ago Joe sold me a Kenwood TS
930 S. It was our first meeting and when
I told him I wanted to buy the transceiver
but only had a small amount of cash on me,
he said, “Take the rig and pay me when you
can.” I sent him a check for the balance of
the $850 sale. I still have the radio and it
works perfectly. Although I didn’t know it at
the time, Joe and I were both at Pearl Harbor
when it was bombed on Dec 7th, 1941. Joe
was an army communications sergeant and
I, a thirteen-year-old Navy brat. Later, Joe
served on Guadalcanal and throughout the
Pacific. According to his obituary, he was
wounded and received the Purple Heart. His
XYL Helen, KC6LOA, often served the club
K6BJ net as Net control.

Media Clip
An editorial by DonTute in the August issue
of Electronics Design magazine reads as follows.
On the Maker theme, let’s not forget the
oldest makers, the ham-radio community.
Fascinatingly, there’s quite a synergy these
days between hams and the Arduino community. My buddy Leigh Klotz, WA5ZNU, has
written Ham Radio for Arduino and PICAXE,
published by the ARRL, which is probably the
oldest and most populare Maker organization
on the planet.
—W6WO
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Nominating Committee
Time
Can you believe that it is almost time for our
Christmas luncheon? You know that shortly
before then, we vote in our new Board of
Directors. That means pretty soon, you can
expect members of our Nominating Committee to be talking to you about what you can
do for our club. One thing that you that you
can do for our club is to run for a position on
the Board.
There are eight positions that will be elected
by ballot whereas the immediate Past President is an automatic position. Our Board
has four officers: President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer. Four additional
Board members, plus the officers and immediate Past President make up a board of nine.
At least two positions will be vacated this
year, but anyone who wants to run against an
incumbent is welcome to do so.
The three members of our Nominating Committee this year are the Chair, Sam Sjogren,
WB6RJH, and the other two members are Ron
Skelton, W6WO, and Steve Petersen, AC6P.
When one of them contacts you, please feel
free to ask questions and volunteer your ideas
about changes that you may like to see occur
in our Club. Maybe you cannot run for office,
but there are many ways that you can offer
assistance, especially when it comes in the
form of good suggestions for positive changes
or, maybe you would just like to express
what you think is working well. G
—Suellene Petersen, K6CPA

Local Hams in the News
A news story quoting our local ham volunteers resulted from County-wide participation
in yesterday’s preparedness expo and training. Fine business.
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/news/
ci_26487916/disaster-preparedness-fair
-community-gets-up-close-and
Same webpage, shortened URL:
http://bit.ly/1rTHNos
Thanks all for staffing this annual public
safety event, including amateur radio operations with old County OES COM2 StepVan.
The operation was a complete success.
Good work toward preparedness!
September is National Preparedness Month.
http://www.ready.gov/september
—Cap KE6AFE
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QSL cards- more than a quaint curiosity

Several times a year I receive a packet of
cards in the mail from the ARRL QSL card
bureau. I enjoy them but have to ponder
how they appear to a newcomers. Do I hear
you say “A picture postcard in the mail to
confirm what may have been a few moments
on social media- you must be kidding !” Well
hold on, we invented electronic social media
didn’t we !!
QSL cards were considered the final courtesy
of a contact. and quaint or not they often
add something interesting and beautiful.
In the last batch there were a couple to
illustrate the point. One from XM3AT which
was a special event station commemorating 100 years of peace following the war
of 1812. This war, between the US and the
British related to trade and territorial issues
that were finally dealt with by the Treat of
Ghent. The colourful art of the card depicts
the battle of Queenstown Heights that began
when the NY Militia launched a predawn
attack across the treacherous currents of the
Niagara River. The invasion was repulsed by
British troops, local militia and native forces.

The second example was from HP1WW in Isla
Contadora, Panama. The island is listed as
NA072 in the Islands On The Air (IOTA) registry. The card is a colourful view of the island
from the main land. I particularly enjoy IOTA
contacts as they are often more leisurly than
contacts with rare DXpeditions and their
cards are almost always attractive
—W6WO

Should QSOs from remote stations be given DXCC credit?
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
In July, the DX Advisory Committee Report
recommended several rules changes for
the DXCC program (http://www.arrl.org/
files/file/About%20ARRL/Committee%20
Reports/2014/July/Doc_27.pdf). Among
them, was a recommendation that rule I.9
be changed such that a QSO is acceptable
for DXCC credit only when the remote station
and the operator’s home station location are
no more than 200 km apart.
As with any rule change, this precipitated a
lot of comment in the amateur radio community. A thread on the eHam.Net forum
(http://www.eham.net/ehamforum/smf/
index.php/topic,98348.30.html) got quite a
few comments. N7NG had a nice blog post
(http://n7ng.wordpress.com/2014/03/05/

remote-control-dxing-and-dxcc/) on this
controversy.
Perhaps the most strident post on this topic
was written by WW1X (http://ww1x.com/
opinion/2014/08/14/in-defense-of-remotedxcc.html). He called these recommendations
“uninformed, misguided, and detrimental to
the future of our hobby.” Detrimental to the
future of our hobby? Seriously?
Of course, WW1X has a vested interest in this
debate. He’s the lead developer for RemoteHamRadio.Com, a company that charges
other hams to use the “super stations” that
they’ve set up around the world.
Note that the DX Advisory Committee is not
saying that amateur radio operators should
not use and enjoy these remote stations. All
they’re saying is that the QSOs made with
them, unless they are located less than 200

km from an amateur’s home station, are not
eligible for DXCC credit. I’m sure that if you
asked any of the members of the committee they would agree with WW1X that the
remote stations serve a very useful purpose
for amateurs who are not able to set up
their own home stations.
WW1X prattles on about how “DXCC is not a
contest. It’s not a competition. There are no
winners or losers. It’s a personal achievement award, plain and simple.” This is just
silly. Of course it’s a competition. As N7NG
rightly points out if it’s not a competition,
why publish the DXCC Honor Roll?
What I think is detrimental to the hobby
are hams who use RemoteHamRadio.Com to
simply add to their DXCC scores. I see no
sense in doing so, and furthermore, where’s
continued page 5
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SCCARC Board - 2014
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors

Suellene Petersen K6CPA
Michael Usher AG6MK		
David Copp WS2I		
Kathleen McQuilling KI6AIE		

Bruce Hawkins AC6DN
Ray Matteis KE6NHG		
Oliver Pitterling KJ6LDD
Becky Steinbruner KI6TKB		
(Immediate Past Pres.) Robert Ritchey KJ6FFP
K6BJ Trustee

Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU

SCCARC Calendar of Events

(831) 685-2915

ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

(831) 475-8846

MONTHLY MEETINGS.

(831) 335-2662
(408) 582-2029
(408) 708-2206
(831) 476-6303

(831) 234-8721

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8  (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

DXXC Credit continued
the personal achievement? Anyone who can
afford to pay what they charge—-and it’s not
a small sum of money-—can work the rarest
DX with one of those stations.
A friend of mine, Mark, W8MP, is a RemoteHamRadio.Com customer, and it’s a boon for
him. He loves being able to work DX from
his home in a development where no outside
antennas are allowed. He’s not trying to pad
his DXCC score. He does this for the pure love
of talking to other hams in far-away places.
When the final decision is made, I hope
the DX Advisory Committee goes back to
first principles as set forth in FCC Part 97.1
and makes their decision on whether or not
allowing DXCC credit for remote station QSOs
contributes to “the advancement of the radio
art” or is an “extension of the amateur’s
unique ability to enhance international
goodwill.”

Friday Sep 19
Friday Sep 19  
2nd and 4th Sat
Thurday Sep 25
Monday Oct 6
Friday Oct 17

The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are
at Dominican Hospital, Education Center, 1555 Soquel
Drive, Santa Cruz
.
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